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Cheeky
blinder
watches
Netflix in
star’s car
Nicholas Hellen

Sky’s the limit for
Irish scientist as
she lands Nasa job
Ben Haugh
When Lauren McKeown was awarded the
title “most likely to work for Nasa” in
sixth year of Loreto High School Beaufort, it came as no surprise to her classmates. She had been “harping on” about
space exploration for three years after
the discovery of a plume of water on one
of Saturn’s moons captured her imagination.
Even at the age of 15 she was determined to do research for the American
space agency in the field of planetary science. Next week that dream comes true,
as the now 31-year-old scientist begins
working at a Nasa laboratory in Pasadena, California.
Her mission will be looking at “spiders
on Mars” — unusual patterns on the
planet’s surface which occur when ice
directly transforms into gas, causing a
pressure build-up beneath the surface.
Coincidentally she will be working alongside Candy Hansen, the planetary scientist whose discovery first sparked McKeown’s interest.
“I think that’s pretty surreal,” McKe-

own told The Sunday Times in an interview from California, where she relocated last month. “She was the person
who detected the plume, and now we’re
going to be working on a team with her,
which is just amazing.”
The journey from home base in
Churchtown to her ultimate destination
in Pasadena has not been a straighforward one, though.
“I started going on the Nasa website to
watch launches and googling about space
when I was 15 years old,” McKeown says.
“I wasn’t great at maths at the time and I
realised if I wanted to pursue this, I was
going to have to up that skill. So I worked
hard at maths in school and I took physics
and chemistry.”
Once her mother noticed her interest,
she helped her daughter’s ambition. “For
my 16th birthday, she somehow got in
touch with an Irishman who worked at
the Kennedy Space Centre, and he and
his wife gave us a personal tour while we
were on holiday there.”
McKeown studied physics with astronomy and space science in University College Dublin, followed by a PhD in planet-

ary science in Trinity College Dublin. She
was advised that the best way to get a
position in Nasa was to apply for a postdoc, a temporary position that allows a
PhD graduate to continue their training
as a researcher. “It’s very hard to work in
Nasa if you’re not American,” she says. “I
was pursuing that for years getting rejections left, right, and centre and also trying to apply for other jobs.”
Last year she began a one-year postdoc in “icy planetary processes” at the
Open University in Milton Keynes, followed by a part-time job as a lecturer in
Birkbeck University of London, which
turned into a permanent position last
August.
“To go from short term-contracts to the
total uncertainty of unemployment to a
permanent position was just a dream
come true. This generally doesn’t happen
for another ten years for people,” she says.
McKeown had previously applied for a
postdoc with Nasa, and in late November
she was offered a three-year contract
with the agency. “Despite it being her
dream job, accepting it was not an easy
choice. “I had to make an excruciating

Residents cry ‘fault’ on tennis
club’s 12m-high floodlights
Ben Haugh
Residents in Dublin’s
Sandymount have called
“fault” on a local tennis club’s
plans to install “professional”
floodlights on 12m poles,
claiming their homes will be
illuminated as a result.
Claremont Railway Lawn
Tennis Club on Park Avenue
has applied to Dublin city
council to refurbish two of its
courts, including the
installation of eight powerful
lights to allow play to
continue after dark.
However, residents of St
John’s Road, whose back
gardens run alongside the
club, have questioned the
need for professional
standard lighting, with one
comparing the proposed setup to the Aviva Stadium.
Ann O’Neill, the club’s
chairwoman, said it was
“improving its facilities to
better serve our members”

and “encourage more tennis
for all ages, in all seasons”.
She added: “Our members
span ages six to 96, mainly
local, though some travel
from further afield to play in
our club.” She declined to
respond directly to the
residents’ objections.
Two of the residents,
Michael and Ann Byrne, said
they were both members of
the club and supportive of allweather surfaces and court
lighting to improve
accessibility, but pointed out
that the planning application
did not contain any “light
study” on the impact on
surrounding homes.
The Byrnes said the tennis
club was already “somewhat
intensely lit” and the council
should reject the application
as “incomplete”. They argued
that professional sports
lighting was “commercial”
and not necessary.
“There’s no sensitivity

here,” they said. “This is a
nasty ‘get the biggest lights on
the fewest poles and hangem-high’ design. Eight of
these lights is enough to light
a football pitch. Not only does
this application exceed the
needs of tennis club activity,
it’s probably enough to
televise night-time play.”
They also claimed that the
club had ignored the
guidelines of Tennis Ireland,
the sport’s governing body,
which does not recommend
professional lighting for
amateur clubs.
Rowena Walsh, also of St
John’s Road, objected
because the poles were too
high and would “light up the
back of the houses” on the
road. “All the residents’
kitchens/living areas are to
the rear of their houses so all
will be impacted by stark
lighting which we cannot
control,” she said.
“It is not the Aviva so such

high, strong lights are an
infringement on our privacy
as residents.”
She said the bedrooms at
the back of their house were
used for young children who
go to bed early and who
might struggle to sleep due to
the “hugely powerful lights”.
Pat Kelly, another resident,
said he had enjoyed the
“quiet and seclusion” of his
back garden for 30 years. “I
wish to object to the addition
of the proposed lighting
system and the intensification
of use.
“The additional courts in
operation, as well as the extra
hours that the courts will be
operated from, will directly
impact my enjoyment of my
private garden space with
noise and light pollution,” he
said.
Dublin city council has
asked the club to submit a
light-impact assessment
within six months.

BBC’s Dubai doc omits rights abuses
Inside Dubai
focuses on the
lives of wealth
expats, and the
programme’s
makers were
deterred from
asking difficult
questions

Shanti Das
Featuring luxury mansions
and a cast of millionaires, the
BBC’s new series about life in
Dubai portrays it as a
playground of the rich.
But the three-part
“observational documentary”
has been criticised by human
rights experts after it emerged
that Emirati officials oversaw
filming of the programme.
Inside Dubai: Playground of
the Rich, made by Spun Gold
TV for BBC2, attracted
criticism when it was
broadcast last week, with
some accusing it of “glossing
over” human rights abuses.
While it was billed as a
“factual series” about living in
Dubai, it appears to focus
mostly on the glamour. It
describes the emirate as a

“dream world” of “five-star
comforts”.
It features Hazel, a
domestic worker for a British
family who says she “loves”
working for them. Viewers are
told such workers are
typically paid £300 a month
but the programme quickly
moves on. It fails to mention

the abuse of migrant workers,
who are tied to their
employer by a sponsorship
system, according to Human
Rights Watch.
James Lynch, director of
FairSquare, a human rights
organisation, said there was a
“concerning” lack of
transparency about the

involvement of the UAE in the
documentary, which does not
carry a disclaimer or inform
viewers of the arrangements
with the UAE government
before filming.
Details were revealed in a
podcast published by ITV
Studios, in which the series
producer, Teresa Watkins,
said a government minder
deterred interviewers from
asking “difficult questions”.
The BBC said “no one from
the UAE authorities” was
allowed to view material
before it was broadcast. A
spokeswoman claimed the
fixer “did not prevent
questions from being asked”.
Spun Gold TV did not respond
to requests for comment.
Camilla Long, Culture,
pages 14-15

Lauren McKeown in Pasadena, above left, and with her sister Hana on her 16th birthday
decision to choose between a permanent
position at Birkbeck and potentially
being able to have a mortgage, and this
three-year position at Nasa.”
In mid-December, just before she was
due to relocate to California, she caught
Covid. She decided against delaying the
move, fearing that America could close
its border due to the spread of the Omicron variant. On December 17, exactly 15
years after visiting the Kennedy Space
Centre, she flew to California. “I thought
it would be meaningful to go on the same
day,” she says.
McKeown starts work at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory next week, but has
already posed beside its sign, recreating a
similar photo from 15 years earlier. “I’ve

never gotten past the [Nasa] sign before,
apart from the gift shop,” she says.
The Irish scientist will be performing
experiments in a chamber that simulates
Mars’ atmosphere to study the formation
of those spider-like patterns. “Knowing
more about this can help us understand
seasonal conditions in past climates. I’m
hoping to drive the research towards
answering those questions,” she says.
Asked what new goals she has set herself, McKeown says she would like to
expand her research beyond Mars. “I’m
lucky to be here when [orbiter] Europa
Clipper is going to launch [in October
2024], which will be looking at Jupiter’s
icy moon.” That, and finally buying herself a couch.

The clues had been building
up over several months until
Dan Jones could no longer
ignore the bizarre truth.
An intruder was regularly
breaking into his parked car,
watching Netflix shows such
as Peaky Blinders and The
Crown and sleeping there in
climate-controlled comfort.
The giveaway clue? An
England rugby hat found in
the footwell. Jones, 40, the
British television presenter, is
a fervent Wales fan.
The stranger was no
ordinary down and out. He
circumvented the security
settings on the Tesla Model 3
and watched Netflix on the
car’s infotainment system.
There were clues for
months but Jones had
shrugged them all off. For
example, the car’s battery
was often depleted overnight.
On Friday as he prepared
to do the school run, the car
was already heated and he
spotted the hat. “There was
no more doubt,” he said.
The intruder had become
careless. There was an empty
coin bag by the passenger
seat and drug paraphernalia
in the driveway.
Jones was taken aback. “If
you have that level of
technical competence you
would not be sleeping in
people’s cars. I would be
committing crypto-fraud.”
There was one other
curiosity: the intruder uses
the French language version
of the Netflix menu.
Jones is now trying to make
contact with the intruder. A
message in the windscreen
reads: “I have your hat. If you
need it back, text me.”
“But nobody texted,” Jones
said. “I mentioned it to the
lads in the local coffee shop.
They said: ‘You should have
written it in French.’ ”
Jones is open to engaging
with the intruder but he said
he was “not necessarily keen
on people doing gear [drugs]
in my car”. He added: “It’s
basically functioning as a
hostel — quite a nice one.”
@nicholashellen

